
NEwSiRAiTsTiMES The war on

drugs should also be waged to
reduce harm

Hate the deed
heal the doer
INa country where drug addicts are referred none too obliquely as

sampah masyarakat garbage of society decriminalising drugs is a
big task But when Malaysian AIDS Council president Datuk Za
man Khan made the request thisweek it was in the context ofdrugs
for treating addiction Another proposal was for drug users under
treatment to not be arrested The requests are meant for the
government to amend drug laws enough to facilitate the treatment

ofdrug users
Indirectly too getting people off drugs quickly might prevent further

transmission of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus as according to 2007
Health Ministry figures three quarters of HIV positive cases in Malaysia
were attributable to intravenous drug use Harm reduction strategies for
drug dependents like methadone replacement therapy MRT and needle
exchange make a lot of sense medically
Methadone for instance has been studied

and tested for more than 40 years and has been
found to be effective in reducing withdrawal
symptoms and is better than detoxification A Ideally of
year after the government started the pilot pro course Zaman is
gramme in 2005 it found the MRT retention
rate whereby rehabilitated addicts stayed off d a
drugs was a resounding 84 per cent MRT is also addiction should
90 per cent cheaper than conventional reha be decriminalised
bilitation methods
University Malaya psychology department a

professor Dr Mohammad Hussain Habil opined dependents Will
that if the government fully implemented MRT not be afraid to
nationwide it could effectively wipe out drug sppk Irpntmpnt
abuse and save about RM270 million annually
Whether or not drug abuse can be completely

wiped out is something that can only be tested
through time But to do this properly would require addicts to commit
themselves to rehabilitation — which requires coming out asaddicts
which societal expectations aside is legally risky since drug abuse is a crime
Police have the authority to take into custody any person they reasonably
suspect to be a drug abuser Refusal to undergo a drug test is an offence
Ideally of course Zaman is right drug addiction should be decriminalised

so that drug dependents will not be afraid to seek treatment But even
though drug addiction is a disease and as much a medical issue as diabetes
or lung cancer harm reduction alternatives are unpopular because they are
deemed to condone immoral acts Public perceptions of those wanting to
kick the habit should change and public policy should be open to al
ternatives
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